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Abstract—This position paper describes the results of our
meetings with terminologists aimed at capturing missing func-
tionalities concerning term extraction. These experts lack an
online tool to allow them the evaluation, modification and cre-
ation of terminologies from corpora in different languages. The
result is an open-access online website where terminologists can
extract automatically terminologies and can upload terminologies
created by third parties. The tool also allows them to polish
collaboratively the terminologies. Additionally, this tool provides
a quality metrics based on the changes made to the terminology,
as well as a way to compare two terminologies for the same
corpus but created with different methods. We have tested the
tool with terminologies in English and Spanish, with corpora
from several domains: bio (covid19), legal and scientific papers.
Our preliminary results point out the utility of this tool for
terminologists.

Index Terms—terminologies, pattern-based part of speech,
neural networks, corpora

I. INTRODUCTION

Terminology extraction is increasingly becoming a funda-

mental sub-task in the information extraction process of Nat-

ural Language Processing (NLP). In recent years, numerous

techniques, based on supervised approaches [1]–[3] as well

as unsupervised approaches [4]–[6], have been developed and

improved, providing increasingly better tools for experts and

researchers, but some problems and shortcomings remain.

Despite all the tools and systems that have been developed

in the literature, experts in the field still need functionalities

that have not been effectively addressed. The most complete

systems, such as sketchengine.eu1 has limitations like the

lack of an effective terminology comparator and the lack of

terminology quality metrics.

We contacted with Spanish terminologists belonging to the

Spanish Association of Terminology2 and had several meetings

aimed at identifying these missing functionalities. From these

meetings we obtained a requirements specification that we

have implemented in the online tool that we describe in this

position paper.

We would like to thank Accenture for his partial support under the project
KeyQ, hosted at the AInnovation center in UPM Montegacedo campus
(http://ainnovation.upm.es).

1See https://www.sketchengine.eu/
2See Asociación Española de Terminologı́a (Spanish Association of Termi-

nology, https://aeter.org/terminesp/).

This tool has been created to cope with tasks like the gen-

eration of terminologies, their edition and most importantly,

their comparison. Here we also present some of the results of

the comparison of terminologies generated from very different

methods such as methods based on regular expressions (unsu-

pervised) and methods based on neural networks (supervised).

For the sake of reproducibility, we have published all the

information related to this paper in the following public

site: https://keyq.linkeddata.es. The datasets and

source code used to extract terminologies with these two

different approaches can be found in this site. Regarding data,

we have made available the three different corpus used in our

experimental setup. Additionally, the results obtained with the

experiments and the link to the tool created is also available

on the site.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II

explains the methods that have been used to extract termi-

nologies, section III shows the methodology used by the

terminologists. In section IV we show the experiments that

have been carried out in this work. Section V details the results

obtained with the development of the experiments and finally,

section VI presents the conclusions and future work.

II. METHODS FOR CREATING TERMINOLOGIES

Term extraction is a process that consists of obtaining the

keywords or expressions from a text automatically. There are

plenty of methods for terminology extraction in the state of

the art. Nowadays the more classical unsupervised techniques

for terminology extraction, such as the ones based on regular

expressions [4], Support Vector Machines (SVM) [5], or Naı̈ve

Bayes models [6] [7], coexist with supervised learning tech-

niques such as sequential tagging models [1], models based

on decision trees [2] or neural networks and deep learning [3]

methods. These neural methods are known to achieve the best

results.

A. Pattern-based Part of Speech (POS) method

This method based on regular expressions is characterized

by the use of syntactic patterns underlying the morpho-

syntactic structure of a text. In order to extract terms from a

corpus using regular expressions, it is necessary to tag all the

words of the corpus. This grammatical tagging process, also
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known as lexical disambiguation or POS (Part Of Speech)

tagging is a challenge for which many NLP experts have

devoted much attention, developing powerful tools, especially

for English. The tagging process, which is quite intensive in

computational terms, attempts to classify words by writing

them down in a grammatical category or word classes. The

labels in which the words can be categorized can also vary

depending on the labeling system used. We distinguish here

between (1) methods that use SPOS (simple POS) tagging

with 8 word classes such as noun (N) or adjective (A) and (2)

methods that use UPOS (universal dependencies) tagging with

17 word classes such as proper noun (PROPN) or a pronoun

(PRON).

1) SPOS patterns: Once the text has been tagged with the

morpho-syntactic information, we have to find out regular

expressions [8] that retrieve the terms. For instance, the

equation 1 is a regular expression to retrieve Simple Noun

Phrases (SNP) for English using SPOS word classes.

(A|N)∗N(P +D∗(A|N)∗N)∗ (1)

where:

A is an adjective but not a determinant

N is a noun.

P is a preposition.

D is a determinant.

2) universal dependencies UPOS patterns: This UPOS

pattern-based approach is based on the same principles as the

SPOS pattern-based approach, except for the labels used to

perform the pattern identification. While the SPOS pattern-

based methods has a set of 8 word classes, the UPOS pattern-

based method employs the universal dependencies, which

provide a greater degree of labeling with 17 word classes.

Therefore, this feature allows us a better specification of the

desired word types.

B. Neural methods

Many different algorithms of machine learning models may

be applied to the task of automatic terminology extraction.

This task can be solved as a sequence labeling problem [7].

In these models, each of the tokens in the texts is classified as

belonging to a term or not belonging to it (binary classification

[2] [9]) or as a multi-class classification [10], distinguishing

whether a word starts a term, belongs to it without being the

first word of the term, or is not part of any term.

Different neural structures have been used in the literature,

varying in size, network topology and configuration. In terms

of the type of neural network layer, as in most natural language

processing tasks, recurrent networks tend to be used and more

specifically, bi-directional LSTM networks, as they are the

ones that best relate the context of the input sequences.

In this type of models, word embeddings have been in-

troduced, such as Glove [1] or Word2Vec [11], in order to

improve the way models used to symbolise words. Language

models have also been used in the literature to represent

words and solve term extraction tasks. These context-based

representations of words (such as ELMo [12], OpenAI GPT

[13] or BERT [3]) provide better results compared to fixed

representations (Glove and Word2Vec) [10] but we could not

reproduce the cited results. Therefore,we followed the work of

Basaldella et al. [14], in which it is used a neural model whose

architecture is based on bidirectional LSTM cells and the word

embeddings of Glove. We could reproduce this structure and

has been used in the experiments of this work, named as NN1.

Additionally, another model (named NN2) has been de-

veloped with a deeper architecture, with two hidden layers

of type BiLSTM, which allows the model to learn specific

characteristics of the input data. Additionally, the Adam op-

timizer has been used [15], which combines the techniques

of RMSProp and Momentum, having demonstrated a better

performance in the scientific literature. The structure of this

model is represented in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Representation of the structure of model NN2 aimed at extracting
terminologies.

III. TERMINOLOGIST METHODOLOGY

In our meetings with terminologists, besides functionalities

we obtained the methodology they would follow when using

their ideal tool. Specifically, what methods would be used to

(1) evaluate the quality of a given terminology and (2) compare

two given terminologies. For the first aspect, a metrics based

on the number of required editions was agreed, following the

current state of the art. However, for the second aspect, a

procedure new to the literature was envisaged. This procedure

to compare two terminologies is based on some agreements

among the terminologists: (1) a criteria for sorting the terms

and (2) the number of terms to evaluate.

With these two parameters set in the tool, each terminolo-

gists get a list of terms that must evaluate for each terminology

(as shown in figure 2). The terminologist will review each term

in both lists in the following way: if a term is valid there is

no action but, if a term is wrong (any non perfect term is

considered as wrong) a simple click on the term will increase

the counter of wrong terms. Once both list are reviewed, the

number of items identified as wrong is a quality metrics for

comparing these two terminologies.
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The terminologists did not agreed on a specific method

for sorting the terms. Therefore, we provide them with three

methods: TF-IDF, RAKE, CVALUE. This way, terminologists

can agree on one of these or, alternatively, if there is no

agreement, they evaluate both terminologies using the three

criteria and the average mean of these three methods is

computed. This average score selects which terminology has

better terms.

The sorting methods are described as follows:

CValue. This statistical method [16], and its derivatives like

NCValue [17], is mainly used in domains with a large number

of technical terms. To achieve this, CValue scores the extracted

terms according to whether they are contained in some other

candidate terms or not, as shown in equation 2.

CV alue(a) =

{
log |a| · f(a) if a not cont.
log |a| · (f(a)− 1

T (a)

∑
b∈Ta f(b)) if a contained

(2)

Where a is the candidate term being scored, f(a) is the

total frequency of occurrences of a in the study corpus, T (a)
is the set of candidates containing a within it, and f(b) is the

total frequency of occurrences of b, containing a, in the study

corpus.

TF-IDF. This method (Text Frequency - Inverse Document

Frequency) [8] scores each term according to the documents

in which it appears, as shown in equation 3.

tf(t, d) =
freq(t, d)

∑a
i freq(ti, d)

idf(t) = ln(
N

n(t)
)

(3)

Where tf(t, d) is the relative frequency of a term t in a

given document d, freq(t, d) are the occurrences of a term t
in a given document, idf(t) is the inverse document frequency

of a term t, N is the total number of documents in the study

corpus, and n(t) is the number of documents in the corpus

containing the term t.
RAKE. Rapid Keyword Extraction is a term extraction method

in itself [18] which incorporates a scoring method of its own,

stands out for its speed. This scoring method favors longer

terms over terms that are composed of fewer words.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Description of the corpora used

Here we present a brief description of the corpora used in

the experiments shown in this paper. More details on these

datasets can be found in the website of the project.

• Covid-19 corpus. With a size of 1.2GB, this tar.gz file

contains 681 pdf files retrieved on 2020/03/20 using

the Kaggle challenge metadata3. Each pdf is a scientific

paper in English. It comprises 8,405 pages and 7,294,168

tokens.

3See https://www.kaggle.com/allen-institute-for-ai/
CORD-19-research-challenge.

• INSPECT corpus [19]. It comprises 2,000 scientific ab-

stracts on TIC, computers and control, manually anno-

tated (identifying the terms). One thousand documents

were used for training, 500 for testing and 500 for

validating. These abstracts have a range between 15 and

557 words (average 125 words). The average number of

terms in each abstract is 15.

B. POS methods

Although the tool allows us to specify any regular expres-

sion, like the ones used in [4], for our experiments we have

used the SNP pattern [8] (see equation 1). The SNP patterns

are positioned as the best alternative due to the lack of other

patterns in English created for the fields treated by the chosen

corpora.

This choice means that in addition to a comparison between

different methods, we can deal with a comparison between an

unsupervised method, such as pattern-based POS, and another

supervised method like the neural approaches.

Obtaining the terminologies using regular expressions is a

very simple task using our tool. The pipeline used to generate

these terminologies is identical for both corpora under study,

and it is composed of the following steps:

First, it is necessary to tag the text, and more specifically,

all the words that appear in it. This tagging task (also known

as disambiguation task) tries to classify the words by noting

them in a grammatical category or word classes. The tags in

which the words can be categorized may also vary depending

on the tagging system used.

There are different tagging systems, which have charac-

teristics that make them more suitable in different cases of

use, such as the EAGLE tagging [20] system or the UPOS

tagging [21] system. These taggers are powerful tools based

on manually tagged corpus that are known as Treebanks.

Once the words in a corpus have been tagged, the system

find out the patterns in the text, that is, matches the patterns

in the regular expression provided.

As last step, the tool also allows us to classify the words

extracted by sorting under different techniques such as TF-IDF

[8] or CVALUE [16].

C. Neural methods

Once the structure of the neural network has been defined,

the model must be trained with a labeled dataset, which con-

tains an annotated terminology selected by experts. The public

dataset used in this work to train, test and validate the neural

methods has been the INSPEC dataset [19]. This training

process allows the model to define the parameters of the neural

network that allows to reduce the cost function defined in

the algorithm, thus obtaining a valid model for terminology

extraction. The categorical crossentropy cost function has been

used, as this is a multi-class classification task.

To prevent the network from becoming too close to the

training data and overfitting, several regularization techniques

have been used, such as L2, which reduces the degrees of

freedom of the model by penalizing the weights of the neuron
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Fig. 2. Section of the tool for comparing terminologies. The user can select which terms are not correct, and the system counts them, providing a comparison
metrics between the two terminologies. In this case the terminologists agreed on sorting the terms by cvalue.

connections, and Dropout, with a value of 25%, which means

that at each step of the training, each neuron has a 25%

probability of being deactivated.

The performance of the two neural models has been mea-

sured on the test data set, following the most common metrics

of accuracy, recall and F1. The model NN2 allows to obtain a

value of F1 metrics with a confidence interval between 46.51%

and 47.43% with a 95% of confidence level. These results

have shown that similar performance of the state of the art

is achieved. After verifying the functioning of the models,

they have been used to extract the terminology associated with

the COVID-19 corpus, whose results will be discussed in the

following section.

V. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

The results obtained with our tool are as expected. That

methods based on neural networks give the best results was a

known fact, but this tool follows the methodology of the termi-

nologists and provides numbers for comparing terminologies.

In this section we present two tables with results extracted

from the tool. Table I presents the results for the ’INSPEC’

corpus, while table II presents the results for the ’Covid-19’

corpus.

The evaluated methods POS, UPOS, RAKE and the two

neural network based structures (NN1 and NN2) are heading

the columns in both tables. These tables also show information

like the language models used and the patterns used for term

extraction. Information is also provided on the number of

terms extracted in each method, and the frequency ranges

presented by the extracted terms. Due to the characteristics of

each method it can be seen that the neural networks provide

terminologies with terms of frequency 0 in table I. This fact

has been solved in the second case (covid corpus), table II,

where the 0-frequency terms have been eliminated.

The TF-IDF, RAKE score and CVALUE columns indi-

cate the number of terms identified as misleading for the

first 100 terms when ordered using these criteria. Therefore,

terminologies with lower scores are more adequate. Notice

how the RAKE extraction method does not applies (NA) for

classification through TF-IDF due to the loss of information

that occurs in this process. In table II, the NAs that appear in

the UPOS extraction of RAKE and CVALUE scores are due

to execution time longer than 9 days. Therefore, it has not

been possible to obtain conclusive results.

Finally, in each table there is a column with the score,

composed of the arithmetic mean of the scores obtained with

the other classification methods.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Our objective has been to create an online tool useful for

managing terminologies with the functionalities that termi-

nologists consider necessary and which do not exist in the

literature, as far as we know.

We have tested this tool comparing terminologies obtained

with different methods based on two different approaches:

(1) unsupervised, using POS regular expressions and (2)

supervised, using neural networks.
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Method SPOS UPOS RAKE NN1 NN2

POS Model english-ewt english-ewt english-ewt NA NA

POS pattern (A|N)*N(P+D*(A|N)*N)*

((ADJ|NUM)|(NOUN|PROPN|PRON))*
(NOUN|PROPN|PRON)(ADP+DET*

((ADJ|NUM)|(NOUN|PROPN|PRON))*
(NOUN|PROPN|PRON))*

NOUN ADJ MODEL1 MODEL2

#Terms 28.089 20.727 1.914 7.253 7.794

Frequencies 1 - 279 1 - 279 2 - 123 0 - 88 0 - 87

Evaluation (#terms removed)

TF-IDF score 11 9 NA 1 1
RAKE score 15 12 3 4 3
CVALUE score 2 2 0 0 0

Average score 9,33 7,67 1,5 1,6 1,3

TABLE I
RESULTS FOR THE ‘INSPECT’ CORPUS. THE LOWER THE SCORE IN EACH RANKING METHOD, THE BETTER THE TERMINOLOGY, AS THE SCORE

INDICATES HOW MANY WRONG TERMS HAVE BEEN FOUND IN THE FIRST 100 TERMS.

Method SPOS UPOS RAKE NN1 NN2

POS Model english-ewt english-ewt english-ewt NA NA

POS Pattern (A|N)*N(P+D*(A|N)*N)*

((ADJ|NUM)|(NOUN|PROPN|PRON))*
(NOUN|PROPN|PRON)(ADP+DET*

((ADJ|NUM)|(NOUN|PROPN|PRON))*
(NOUN|PROPN|PRON))*

NOUN ADJ MODEL1 MODEL2

#Terms 1.797.817 1.246.380 66.339 17.905 14.021

Frequencies 1 - 20.839 1 - 20.839 2 - 20.308 1 - 5.785 1 - 2.966

Evaluation (#terms removed)

TF-IDF score 8 8 NA 4 3
RAKE score 100 NA 30 14 9
CVALUE score 44 NA 1 4 1
Average score 50,67 NA 15,5 7,3 4,33

TABLE II
RESULTS FRO THE ’COVID-19’ CORPUS. NOTICE THE HIGH NUMBER OF TERMS IDENTIFIED. DUE TO THE LONG EXECUTION TIMES (MORE THAN ONE

WEEK), CONCLUSIVE RESULTS FOR THE UPOS METHOD ARE NOT OBTAINED YET. THEREFORE, THE RESULTS FOR THIS METHOD ARE NOT SHOWN.

The comparison between the terminologies obtained with

these approaches confirm what literature point out: models

based on neural network architectures achieve better results.

Furthermore, with this tool now we can have a precise metrics

of these differences. Besides, this tool has other functionalities

such as (1) automatic generation of terminologies based on

POS patterns, (2) collaborative edition of terminologies, not

shown in this position paper, and (3) terminology comparison

based on criteria pointed out by terminologists (TF-IDF,

CVALUE and RAKE).

There are various lines of future work that will be carried

out to complete and improve this work. We will explore how

to combine the terms obtained from different terminology

extraction methods. For instance, pattern-based POS methods

may generate terms that neural methods do not, and vice versa.

The degree of overlapping will be checked and we will study

different methods to complement the results of these methods

to get an even better terminology.

Another line of future work will provide training sets to

the pattern-based POS systems in order to have a supervised

system, as it is the case for the neural method. This line will

check whether the results achieved by these (both supervised)

methods are so significant. Additionally, the tool will be

extended to measure the degree of agreement among terminol-

ogists using metrics like Fleiss’ Kappa [22] or Krippendorff’s

Alpha [23].
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